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Abstract² Neckline is the top edge of a garment that 

surrounds the neck, especially from the front view. It is really 

amazing how such a small part of a garment can radically 

PRGLI\�RQH¶V�ZKROH�DSSHDUDQFH��1HFNOLQH�LV�DQ�LPSRUWDQW�WKLQJ�

to consider when trying to look the very best. It also a great 

feature for adding personality. Therefore, when deciding which 

necklines to wear women need to be aware of several factors. 

Everyone notices a good or bad neckline when speaking or 

looking at someone. It is the focal point of women garments, 

which need to get right no matter what, they wear or what the 

occasion is. 

 

Index Terms² Neckline, women, types, factors, garments, 

focal point. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Garments are sold on their visual and tactile appearance (1) 

and there are variations in these garments based on neckline, 

sleeve, and other parts. Neckline is one of the important 

features in case of designing those garments. Women and 

young girls want difference in their fashion and clothing to 

look different and unique in the gathering, weddings, party 

and other religious and cultural events. So they search unique 

and awesome neck design to complete the clothing and style.       

7KH�QHFN�LV�WKDW�SDUW�RI�D�JDUPHQW�QHDU�WKH�ZHDUHU¶V�QHFN��WKH�

neckline reveals the neck and part of the shoulders and chest. 

The neckline is the top edge of a garment that surrounds the 

neck, especially from the front view. Neckline also refers to 

the overall line between all the layers of clothing and the neck 

and shoulders of a person, ignoring the unseen 

undergarments. For each garment worn above the waist, the 

neckline is primarily a style line and may be a boundary for 

further shaping of the upper edge of a garment with, for 

example, a collar, cowl, darts or pleats. The objective of this 

paper is to provide a straightforward guideline for neckline 

GHVLJQ�RI�ZRPHQ�FORWKLQJ¶V��$W�WKH�VDPH�WLPH�WKLV�SDSHU�FDQ�

reassure the significance of neckline in apparel as it sits so 

FORVH�WR�RQH¶V�IDFH 

II. TYPES OF NECKLINES 

Technically there are a good number of necklines prevailed 

because it depends on what kind of look a woman is going for.  
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Among them the most existed are as follows (3): 

� The classic lowered neckline, or scoop- medium low in 

front, rounded and wider than the base of the neck. 

� The V-neck- cut down in front or backs to a sharp point. 

� The boat neck- wide horizontal neckline, high in front 

and back; off the shoulder or close to the shoulder edge. 

� Boat neck's best friend, the bateau- this one doesn't go 

off the shoulder, it stops where the bra straps are or the 

shoulder joint. 

� The built up neckline-which can include lots of things 

like the kimono neckline, or a small turtleneck, or anything of 

the sort.  

� The cowl neckline- draped neckline resulting from bias 

cut with excess fabric forming soft folds in front or back. 

� The sweetheart neckline- lowered front neckline shaped 

like top of heart. 

� The turtleneck- mid-height or can be super tall. 

� The square neckline- moderately low-cut neckline, 

square or angular in front. 

� Traditional jewel neckline or t-shirt neck- high round 

neckline located at the base of neck, usually plain. 

� Cardigan- jewel or V-neckline that opens in the front, 

usually with buttons along center front. 

� Slit- a narrow vertical opening in a neckline. The slit may 

be in the front or back. It may be held closed with a button and 

loop or other fastener. 

� The U-neckline- medium low in front, rounded and the 

same width as the base of the neck. 

� Florentine- moderately low, but very wide angular or 

square neckline. 

� Horseshoe- low rounded curved neckline, shaped like a 

horseshoe in front. 

� Sabrina- wide horizontal neckline, not as high as boat 

and sometimes fastened at shoulders. 

� One-shoulder- asymmetric neckline starting over one 

shoulder and extending diagonally to under the other arm 

(also called asymmetric neckline). 

� Keyhole- high neckline with opening cut out at front. 

Opening can be round or wedge shaped. 

� Surplice- neckline that wraps forming a V- neckline in 

front or back. 

� Halter- sleeveless with front of garment held around the 

back of the neck by a band extending from the front. 

� Décolleté- any neckline that is cut very low in front. 

Often refers to wide, gently curving deep V. 

� Off-the- shoulder- low neckline extending around upper 

part of arms, baring the shoulders. 

� Plunging- low-cut neckline, usually V-shaped extending 

to the level of the breasts or to the waist. Lower than décolleté. 

� Strapless- neckline just above the bust. May be held in 
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place by dirt and fitting, boning, elastic or shirring. 

� Camisole- neckline just above the bust line, held by 

straps over the shoulder. Strap width may vary from very 

narrow (spaghetti) to wide. 

� Banded- flat shaped narrow band finishing the neckline 

and front opening. 

� Funnel- full neckline cut in one with garment by slanting 

or curving shoulder seams upward towards the neck (also 

called built-up neckline). 

� Bib- a front center portion of a garment, usually oval or 

square. May be set into a blouse or dress below the neckline or 

extend upward from the waist of pants or a skirt. 

� Gathered- full neckline drawn close to neck. May be 

adjusted or gathered with a drawstring cord or elastic (also 

called drawstring, peasant, or gypsy neckline). 

� Yoke- a separate portion of the garment in the shoulder 

and neckline area. Seam line attaching yoke to lower portion 

may be straight, horizontal, angled, or curved. 
 

Figure 1: Different necklines 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

III. THE FACTORS THAT DEFINE THE NECKLINE 

There are six main factors that define the neckline.                  

These are:  

1. Face (e.g. size, and shape) 

2. Neck (e.g. wide, long, double chin) 

3. Shoulders (e.g. sloping, broad) 

4. Décolleté line (e.g. prominent collar bones or chest) 

5. Bust (e.g. big, small) 

6. Body shape (e.g. pear or inverted triangle).  

 
Figure 2: A Human Model Showing the Six factors of Neckline 

A. Face 

    The combination of the face shape and the neckline aim to 

FUHDWH�EDODQFH��7KDW¶V�ZK\�ZKHQ�FKRRVLQJ�WKH�QHFNOLQHV�WKDW�

flatter face shape, the trick is to select necklines that are 

�RSSRVLWH��WR�WKH�IDFH�VKDSH�ZLWK�WKH�DLP�WR�EDODQFH�RXW�RQH¶V�

face and to de-emphasize the flaws. For example, if a woman 

has a round full face, she will want to elongate her face with 

deep and plunging necklines ± V-necks and V-shaped 

scoop-necks are perfect for her. A long face, on the other 

hand, needs widening, and so is complemented by 

off-the-shoulders and tube tops. Square, angular jaws can be 

softened by a lacy or scoop neckline, while women with small 

elfish chins do best in boat-necks or wide scooped-necks. 

Here is the best thumb rule for neckline depending on face 

shape: 

Round-shaped faces: Go for cowl-necked, scooped-neck, 

square-necked, V-necked, mock turtlenecks 

Heart-shaped faces: Boat-neck and jewel-neck tops 

Long-shaped faces: Get the turtlenecks and jewel-necks 

Oval-shaped faces: One will look great in almost anything. 

 
Figure 3: Examples of Different Face Shapes 
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B. Neck 

The shape of neck is defined by its length and width. 

Short and wide neck: 

If a woman has a short or wide neck she needs to lengthen 

her neckline by opting for lower necklines. Plunging 

necklines (a deep V-neck) or open necklines (scoop neck) will 

elongate the neck. Staying away from any bulk, fuss or details 

such as neckties, ruffles and any high necklines like turtleneck 

or big stand up collars, because they make necks look wider, 

shorter or both. It`s wise to keep it clutter free 

Long and Thin Neck: 

For women who have long necks, for them high and chunky 

collars are better than short, small, flat or no collar at all. 

Neckties, ruffles, rolls or any other bulk will complement 

their long neck. Higher necklines with details will work better 

than low necklines with these features ± the exception to the 

rule is having a big bust. 

C. Shoulder 

The shoulders provide the frame to the neckline, so it is 

required to be careful while choosing them. If anyone has 

broad shoulder then need to try any style that makes the 

shoulder looks even broader e.g. Bardot or boat neck. But if 

anyone has sloping shoulder then should hide this by staying 

away from strapless or halter neck necklines.  

Shoulder width equals hip width: 

Somewhat strict shoulder line can be relaxed wearing upper 

clothing with a V-shape neckline, which will visually elongate 

the neck. Ship shape or not deep round neckline also suits. 

The only shape that should be escaped is deep oval neckline. 

Round sloping shoulders: 

The line of the shoulders will get plainer line choosing 

clothing with oval or round neckline of any size. Such 

clothing will put the emphasis on the elegant neck.  Square 

neckline will make shoulders look wider and its line will 

become stricter. Clothing with the V-shape neckline is 

strongly forbidden ± LW¶V�QRW�IRU�WKHP� 

 Narrow shoulders: 

While designing for narrow shoulders, a square neckline 

with a more wide wearing blouse or dress is suitable. Deep 

wide rectangular shape neckline also fits with narrow 

shoulders. Small V-neckline, especially matched with puffed 

sleeves will also look decent. 

Wide shoulders: 

In case of wide shoulder one may choose upper body 

clothing with a V-neck, also with a deep oval décolletage, 

ZKLFK�JLYHV�D�QDUURZ�YLHZ�RI�WKH�VKRXOGHU��,I�VRPHRQH¶V�QHFN�

is nice, clothing with a low adherent collar will suit her. Here 

anything wearing with a boat neckline is avoidable. 

D. The Size of Bust 

The size of bust is important when choosing the neckline. A 

woman with a small bust can not only handle a lot of fuss and 

detail around her décolleté and bust area, but also can get 

away with a much higher neckline - how high depends again 

on the shape of her neck. The longer and thinner her neck is, 

the higher and fussier necklines can be; the shorter and 

thicker, the lower she should keep necklines. 

Women with moderately sized busts and average shoulder 

width should be comfortable with any of the listed neckline 

styles: 

- A small-busted woman with narrow shoulder should 

consider choices like the bateau, Sabrina, and portrait 

necklines, as well as the sweetheart and Queen Anne style. 

- Broad- shouldered and big-busted women should choose 

styles like the empire, Queen Anne and lower-cut portrait 

necklines as well as scoop neck, cowl neck and V-neck styles. 

Short décolleté and Big Bust: 

Women with bigger busts should go for the lower the 

necklines - V-necks, scoops, squares or tops with front 

openings ± anything that takes the eye down. They need to 

keep their necklines simple and free of any bulk and clutter. 

They also need to avoid high necklines, which draw the eye up 

and make large breasts look lower than they really are. 

Small Bust with Long décolleté: 

If someone is small chaste then she will benefit more from 

high necklines rather than low unless she decides to layer in 

that area, either with multiple tops, scarves or chunky jewelry. 

Bulk or volume in the collar line area is a great feature if her 

neck is relatively thin or long too. 

E. Length of your décolleté line 

This factor is often forgotten even though it plays such an 

important role when analyzing oneself. In this case the golden 

rule is, when one has a short décolleté and a full bust then she 

will have the smallest décolleté line out of all options and 

needs to keep lines clean and neat. Has to focus on what she 

got ± her bust rather creating fuss. If she has a short décolleté 

combined with a normal or small bust her décolleté line will 

expand.  

When a woman has a long décolleté and a small bust she will 

have the longest décolleté line out of all the options. Here, she 

LV� LQ�WKH�RSSRVLWH�VLWXDWLRQ� LQ� WKDW�VKH¶OO�QHHG� WR�FOXWWHU�DQG�

adorn herself, so that she can create volume and female 

curves. Layering is a good technique for shortening her 

décolleté line in order to generate visual balance. 

 

 
Figure 4: Décolleté line Spacing 

F. Body Shape  

Well fitted apparel needs to conform to the human body 

(2). Therefore, perception of basic body shape as well as 

XQGHUVWDQGLQJ� WKH� W\SHV� RI� FORWKHV� WKDW�ZLOO� KLJKOLJKW� RQH¶V�

good features means one will be able to dress in a way that 

really suits her. According to French fashion designer Hubert 

GH�*LYHQFK\�³7KH�GUHVV�PXVW�IROORZ�WKH�ERG\�RI�D�ZRPDQ��QRW�
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the body foOORZLQJ�WKH�VKDSH�RI� WKH�GUHVV�´�:KHQ�FKRRVLQJ�

clothes, the aim should be creating the impression of having a 

balanced body. In order to find what sort of overall balance 

one needs to create when choosing the neckline then the first 

thing that needs to ensure is the type of body shape. In 

general, four main body shape categories when it comes to our 

feminine forms. This has nothing to do with weight, but rather 

proportions. The four general categories of body shape are: 

PEAR ± the hip measurement is greater than the bust. 

HEART ± the bust measurement is greater than the hips 

BOX ± if bust, waist, and hip measurement are all very 

close and almost equal 

HOURGLASS ± if bust and hip measurements are around 

the same number and your waist is smaller. 

 
Figure 5: Female Body Shape: A. Pear ; B.Heart; C.Box ; D.Hourglass 

 

If a woman is a pear body then she needs to go wider in her 

neckline to create broader shoulders. If a woman is a heart 

body then she needs to choice as short and long v-necks are 

gorgeous on her, because the angles will elongate your neck 

and lengthen her appearance. If a woman is a box body type 

then she wants to create the appearance of an indentation at 

the waist for a more curved silhouette by choosing 

rounded-scoop necklines or a peter pan collars which make 

her more wonderful. If a woman is a hourglass body then she 

can choice most of the necklines because most of the 

necklines are fantastic for her. 

 

 
Figure 6: Female Body Shape: A. Rectangle; B. Triangle; C. Inverted 

Triangle; D. Oval 

 

If a woman is a rectangle body then she needs to wear a 

scoop or v-neck which is good to add dimension to her upper 

body. If a woman is a triangle body then then she needs to 

create attention upward by wearing a wide neckline like a boat 

neck. If any women with an inverted triangle need to avoid 

highlighting her shoulders instead minimize it then she can do 

it by choosing a narrower and lower neckline. If a woman with 

a oval body wants to create attention upward then she can 

wear V-necklines or scoop necklines. 

IV. SIGNIFICANCES OF NECKLINE  

Neckline frames the face and serves as a focal point for 

whatever women are wearing. It is the first thing someone 

sees when he or she looks at a woman and her garment. It also 

balances the wearer's natural features. It can add charm, make 

one looks smarter and generally flatter her, or it can totally 

ruin the image a woman has been trying to create. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Neckline explores consumers' fit perceptions and satisfaction 

ZLWK� DSSDUHO� ILW� LQ� JHQHUDO�� ,W� LV� SDUW� RI� D� ZRPDQ¶V� ILUVW�

impression and will always underline how she comes across 

and stress what she has gotten to say. But in spite of being 

such a vital feature in dress design a very few work has been 

done so far in this regard. Being a researcher in fashion 

design, I realize and suggest an extensive experimental data 

based work should be done on necklines particularly in 

Bangladesh where women follow mainly basic or classic form 

of fashion. 
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